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Measurements using the manganese bath technique are central to the discrepancy
that has existed between measured values oF \J for Z52Cf. Manganese bath measurements
of v belong to the lower group of values, while the n measurements are consistent
with the higher v values. A, three-part study was,|ier:fqrmed ato. see i f ,the discrepancy
could be explained by differences In manganese bathf techniques: (T) A 252Cf"source
previously calibrated by Oe Volpi was cal ibrated in the-MTR manganese ba.th; (2) The
recommendations made bv De Volpi for a l ter ing the MTR.,;eta.:vai.ues .wereicarsfully
considered; and (3) The resul ts of the Monte Carlo calculat ion of the MTR'experiment,
carr ied out at Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, were examined 1n d e t a i l . The study
produced ins igni f icant changes i n the n values.

(Fiss i le nuc l e i , eta, 2 5 3Cf, nu-bar, manganese bath)

I . Introduction

For several years there_ has persisted a discrep-
ancy in (neasured values of v for 252Cf. This
discrepancy has from time to time been declared
resolved,1,2 but continues to cause concern. One
way to view this discrepancy is to examine the results
of pertinent measurements made usiny the manaanese
bath. De_Volpi et a l ^ and Axton et a l 4 have both
measured u, the average number of neutrons per f i s s i d i ,
for : s : C f . Both h<n-e obtained the value 3.725, and
both estimate errors of s l igh t l y less than 0.5*.
Macklin and deSaussur? and Smith et al7,8 measured n,
the average number of neutrons per absorption, for the
f i s s i l e nucle i . Their results agree w e l l , and again
accuracies of 0.5% are claimed. Values of v for the
f i s s i l e nuclei are derived from measurements of their
ratios to \> for 2 5 2Cf. Then a, the absprption-to-
f iss ion r a t i o , can be used to connect v and n through
the well-known re la t ion

v = n ( l + a) . 0)
_ By way of Eq. ( 1 ) , using the values fo r a and the
<J which were input to the 1968 IAEA evaluation of_the
f ission constants,9 we can derive the values for v for
2S2Cf which are consistent with the n measurements.
Table I shows the v values derived in th is manner from
the n measurements made at the Materials Testing
Reactor (MTR) in 1964.

2 5 2 c f

Nucleus

23SJ
23SPu

2
2
2

VALUES

n

.298

.079

.108

TABLE I

CONSISTENT WITH

a

.09001

.17011

.35975

v/vcf

.6635

.C417

.7618

Average

n VALUES

V
3.
3.
3.

3.

Derived

775
791
763

776

The average value indicated for 252Cf 1s 3.776. This
1s about 1.4% higher than the value measured d i rect ly
by De Volpi and Axton. Thus, the "hard core" of the
discrepancy is of the order of 1%.

The problem of reducing the residual 1% spread is
a d i f f i c u l t one. I t may be that no single source of
error is present in any experiment, but a composite of
several '..mall differences in several experiments. In
view of ef for ts to J t t r ibu te the problem pr imari ly to

errors in the measurements,1*^ i t seemed appropriate
to reexamine the systematics of the experiments. The
investigation has the following three princip.il linos
of inquiry.

1. The data from a measurements In the '<•'''<
manganese bath of the strength of a 2 5 T f sourca pre-
viously calibrated in the ANL bath were carer. i iy
examined. The purpose was to look for any • . "-;•
that the MTR bath had an In t r ins ica l l y greater
sensi t iv i ty to neutrons, real or spurious^ which might
explain the difference between the n and v results.

2. Careful consideration was given to the
recommendations of De Volpi1 for modifying the MTR n
values using revisions of three manganese bath
corrections.

3. A detailed comparison was made of the cor-
rections to the MTR n experiments, as or iginal ly
applied,7 with those indicated by the Monte Carlo
calculation performed by Mitchell and Emert.1Cl This
calculation agreed very well wi th the original analysis
overa l l , but there remained the question of whether
this agreement was really good throughout the experi-
ment or merely resulted from chance compensation of
differences in individual corrections.

I I . Source Strength Comparison

The Z52Cf suurce which was measured In the MTR
manganese bath was designated MB-4. De Volpi had
calibrated this source as having an emission rate
of 7,467 X 10 neutrons per second as of May 1 , 1968.1'
"the disintegration constant he recommended was
7.212 X 10~ day .

The source was used to I r radiate the manganese
bath seven times during a period of four weeks In
August 1969. The averaae saturated act iv i ty observed,
corrected for system eff iciency and reduced to
De Volpi 's calibration date, was 2.553 X 106 sec"1.
From this ac t i v i t y , the source strength was derived
by means of two dif ferent sets of corrections. One
was consistent with the corrections used 1n the
n measurements, while the other used corrections
consistent with De Volpi's systematics.12 Since the
measurement was made at only one concentration,
I t was necessary to assume a value for a\\/a^n>

 t h e

rat io of the thermal absorption cross sections of
hydrogen and manganese. Axton's value, 0.024955,13
was used with the MTR corrections, while De Volpi's
value, 0.02531 was used with the second set. The
results are summarized In Table I I .
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TABLE. ! I

; " C f SOURCE COMPARISON

5tbMn saturated act iv i ty : 2.553 X 10f- sec"1

(tot. i l bath, corrected to 1 May 1968)

Correction Factors

Ef_fecl

leakage
Hiyh Energy Abs
Fraction Abs in Mn
Other

Original MTR

.9938

.9941

.34849*

.99740

De Volpi

.9946

.99941.

.344751

.99740

.3451? .34180

7.471
Total (Product)
Source Strenyth 7.399 X

Difference from De Volpi -.92* +.05X
Oe Volpi calibration 7.467 X10r'sec-'

• Assume Axton Value a H/° M n
T

0.024965
T Assume De Volp'i Value oH/oHn = 0.02531

While the agreement with De Vo'pi's calibration
appears excellent, it is evident that the difference
in the hyrtrocjen-to-manganese cross section ratio
dominates fit; observed differences. Moreover, the MTR
counter calibration turns out to have been accurate
to only about \%. Thus, the agreement seems somewhat
fortuitous. This comparison appears to preclude the
existence of any large systematic sensitivity to
neutrons between the two manganese baths, but is
otherwise not particularly revealing as to the validity
of systematic corrections employed.

III. The Oe Volpi Recommendations

Alex De Volpi^ has recommended certain changes in
three corrections applied to the MTR n experiments.
If appropriate, these would lower the values by about
0.4S, and go far toward eliminating the discrepancy
between v and n. Specifically, De Volpi would
change the MTR n values by +0.3*. -0.5%, and -0.256
through use of modified values for corrections for
neutron escape, high energy parasitic absorption, and
manganese resonance absorption, respectively.

The author continues to prefer the leakage cal-
culation of Goldstein''' to De Volpi's recommended
leakage correction. For the present purpose, however,
it seems unnecessary to discuss the leakage correction
separately. This is because De Vo'.pi's leakage and
parasitic absorption corrections are inseparably
entwined. His determination of parasitic absorption
directly depends upon the value he uses for leakage
of neutrons from the manganese bath. Therefore,
the appropriate correction to discuss is -0.2? for
the combination of leakage and parasitic absorption.
An adjustment in this direction may be appropriate,
as is discussed below.

De Volpi's third recommendation, a decrease in n
of 0.25! for manganese resonance absorption, 1s not
appropriate. It apparently resulted from overlooking
the fact that the resonance absorption correction for
the n experiments enters in a form slightly different
from that appropriate for source strength measurements.
The intent was to apply Axton'5 method,?5 which dif-
fers from the original correction only in applying a
self-shielding correction to the manganese resonance
absorption. When correctly applied, this method
results in 3 rise in n of 0.22, rather than a drop of

the stnif- magnitude. Thus De Volpf's "corrected"
recommendations would result in no net change In the
MTR n values.

IV. Monte Carlo Calculation of the MTR Eyper'nign*.

Mitchell and Emertli have made a thorough Monte
Carlo (RECAP) analysis of the MTR measurement of n
for Z " U . The results agreed extremely well with the
original analysis, returning a value of 2.296, com-
pared with the original value of 2.298. Nevertneless,
such an agreement could have resulted from a fortuitous
cancellation of individually discrepant effects, ft
was felt that a review of the manganese bath corrections
should Include a detailed comparison of the correction
values Implied by the Monie Carlo calculation with
those evaluated separately. Mitchell and Emert very
kindly made the RECAP output listings available for
such a study.

The results of this comparison are summarized in
Table III.

TABLE 111

COMPARISON OF CORRECTIONS TO Mn BATH

Incident Beam Effect;
Abs. In sample
Scatter
Abs. 1n Cd backup
Abs. in Cd sleeves
Abs. in Al cladding
Abs. In Al snout
Fission Neutrons
Leakage
Absorbed in Al
Abs. in Cd
Return to sample
Mn resonances abs.
Oxygen & sulfur abs.
Fast IT,,lit.

E = Experimental
C = Calculated

EXPE;-: ..:

Neutron Fraction

Original

0.99302 (E, C)
0.00430 (C)
0.00069 (E)
0.00160 (C)
0.00044(C)
0.0114 (E)

0.012 (C)
0.0008 (E)
0.0136 (E)
0.00Z86 (C)
0.0098 (C)
0.0059 (C)
1.0307 (C)

P . F ' - •••»

0.99321
0.00485
0.00067
0.00129

0.0078

0.00246
0.0002
0.0123
0.00519
0.0099
0.0037

Regrettably RECAP did not record the tallies necessary
for a direct comparison of thd fast multiplication
factor for the sample foils. Among those corrections
that could be derived, the agreement Is on the whole
very good. However, there were three effects where
differences seemed significant enough to warrant more
detailed Inquiry.

The RECAP calculation showed about 0.3X less
absorption of open beam neutrons In the structural
aluminum of the sample "snout" than measurements
indicated. In this case the measured value is pre-
ferred. The calculation assumed the snoutextension
was made of pure aluminum, whereas 1t was ""61 aluminum.
The material was unfortunately incompletely ..pecified
to the Bettis group when the RECAP model was set up.

The RECAP results indicated a little higher ab-
sorption of thermal neutrons in the fissile samples
than the original corrections allowed. Upon closer
examination, 1t appeared that the difference was
principally due to absorption In the unprotected edges
of the sample foils. The original corrections consid-
ered such absorptions 1n the face of the first foil,
where the beam struck the sample, but neglected the
edges. The RECAP results suggested that these edges



should be considered.

The third signi f icant difference 1s In the high
energy parasitic adsorption In oxygen. RECAP yielded
0.28G& fo>- this absorption, compared to 0.48S result-
ing from the caleulation by Goldstein.14 Since this
result agreed botli 1n direction and magnitude with
De Volpi's net correction, revision of th is correction
seemed 1n order.

V. Revisions of the Corrections

Oxygen Absorption

The RECAP analysis and De Volpi 's results indi -
cated that the loss to l lO(n,c)11C was not as great
as given by Goldstein's calculation. Further con-
firmation came from a 46-group dif fusion theory
calculation of the HTR n experiment made with the
M0NA16 code. NONA agreed very well with the RECAP
results. Since both these calculations used ENDF/B
cross section, i t was appropriate to investigate the
cross section f i l e used by Goldstein.

Goldstein used 160(n,a)13C cross sections from
the evaluation by Kalos et a l . 1 7 The ENDF/B f i l e is
lower in the 6-8 Mev region, due pr inc ipal ly to d i f -
ferences between the preliminary and f ina l values for
the measurements of Davis et al J 8 A repet i t ion of
the Goldstein calculation is appropriate, but not at
hand. Therefore, a renormalization of his result for
the oxygen correction was attempted in terms of the
averse over the manganese bath spectrum of the oxygen
absorption cross section. As shown in Table IV, the
renormalized Goldstein calculation is in good agreement
with the RECAP and MOMA results, y ielding 0.32%
absorption compared to 0.28%. On the othar hand,
Version IV of ENDr/B 1s now available, and shows
sl ight ly increased cross sections for 160(n,a)13C. As
long as renorma'iization was in order, i t was decided
to renormalize to Version IV. The average oxygen
absorption for the three renormalized calculations is
0.352. Retaining Goldstein's value of 0.11% for the
loss to ^S ln .p ) 3 2 ?, we have a total parasit ic
absorption correction of 0.46S.

Other Adjustments

To the adjustments 1n corrections already men-
tioned were added recalculation of a l l fast mu l t i p l i -
cation corrections, using our or iginal Monte Carlo
program with ENDF/B-III cross sections, and recalcu-
lat ion of scattering by the sample cladding material,
which was neglected in the original analysis. The
revised manganese resonance absorption correction is
based on Axton's method1^ to include sel f -shielding

TABLE IV

NEUTRON LOSS BY 1 4 0(n ,

Norm
Calculation Calc. Loss {%) ENW

GOLDSTEIN .48
RtCAP .285
MONA .283

Ave.

Loss to 3?S(n,p)3:iP

Total loss to charged
par t ic le interactions

c)13C

to N-i-n

.323

.285

.283

.297 Ave. ,

.11

.407

Adopted correction factor: 1-.0016 • ,9954 t

Cross Section Set o *

Kalos et el .0842
ENDF/B-III .0566
ENDF/B-IV ' .0668

•1 60(n,a)1 3C average cross section, weig!"!.'-"; r.
spectrum of MTR Manganese Bath

ts

381
336
33*

3SS
11

407

.0010

• • • '« •

ef fec ts , but is normalized to an above - 1/ ' ;
resonance integral of 8.4 barns20 instead o r : 3 0
barns used by Axton. The correction changes an.1

summarized 1n Table V. The chanqes are of f a i r l y
random sign and mainly small , except for the scattering
correction for the nickel-clad 23'JPu sample. The
la t t e r change had only a modest ef fect on the 239Pu n
value, as only a part of the data taken involved nickel-
clad samples.

V I . Readjustment by Least Squares Analysis

With the revised correction outlined above, 1t 1s
appropriate to reanalyze the whole system of HTR n
measurements by the method of least squares. The wlues
to be shown here must for the present by considerei
inter im values, pending consideration of the results
of new Bettis Monte Carlo ca lcu la t ions^ and of
experimental studies now being made of fast mu l t i p l i -
cation and Indirect mul t ip l icat ion effects. Prel1«tnary
Indications are that any changes forthcoming from
either of these sources w i l l be in the neighborhood of
one or two tenths of a percent. Such results w i l l » t
appreciably affect the picture presented here.

TABLE V

REVISIONS CF CORRECTIONS TO THE n EXPERIMENTS

Effect Original Rev1sed Effect on n

Q ( r . , a ) C S
Mn Res. Abs.

• Indi rect Mult, f o i l edges
•Scatter (Al clad)
•Scatter (Hi clad Pu)
•Fast Mult . . 233U
•Fast Mult . , 235U
•Fast Mul t . , 739Pu
•Fast Mult . , 21tlPu

•Representative examples

0.9941 t .002 0.9954 i
1.0098 ± .002 1.0083 ±

sample - dependent
sample - dependent

0.9988 t .0012 0.9899 i
no change
1.0149 t .002 1.0146 ±
1.0237 t .002 1.0240 t
1.0149 t .002 1.0130 i

.002

.002

.0013

.002

.002

.002

-.17S
+ .15X
-.155!
+ . U
+.9X
0.0%
+ .O3S
-.03%
+.19%
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Table VI summarizes the results of the 12.
reanalysis for the data at 0.0253 eV. The 0.060 eV
data have not yet been reanalyzed. Shown in separate 13.
columns are the results for the or iginal 0.0253 eV
data, the data taken in 1967 when the •'•1Pu measure- 14.
merits were made, and a composite analysis Including 15.
both sets of data simultaneously. Since the third
set of values comes from a separate least-squares 16.
run, i t does not necessarily represent averages from 17.
the f i r s t two: columns. 18.

19.
For the second two columns the errors Include not

only the values yielded by the least-squares analysis, 20.
but an enlarged error Including a contribution of
0.2? representing an ambiguity 1n the effect of
solution concentration changes. The 2ltlPu result
Includes also a 0,!Z contribution convoluted to the
21)1Pu error for uncertainties 1n the decay corrections.

Nucleus

233|J

2 3 5IJ
2 39|.L.
2Mpu

n

2.
2.
2.

(1964

,298 t
080 +
n o ±

TABLE

REANALYZED

data)

.009

.010

.008
not measured

n

2.
2.
2.
2.

VI

n VALUES

(1967

291 ±
082 t
106 t
166 *

data)

.010

.009

.009

.010

n

2.
Z.
2.
2.

(All

295
081
no
165

data)

t .009
t .009
* .008
± .010

After all the additional analysis that has gone
into this revision, it appears that the errors 1n the
corrections are reasonably random in sign. They
almost balance out, leaving the n values essentially
unchanged. The differences between the revised values
and the originally published values are not statisti-
cally significant. This study revealed no justifi-
cation for either lowering the n values or for
expanding their errors to allow better agreement with
the manganese bath measurements of v for 2S2C1".
The discrepancy of IS remains.
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